
Musical Challenge  

Complete 4 in a row (vertical, horizontal or diagonal) to earn a Raf-

fle Ticket for each family member who participates!  

 

Read a book about a 

famous composer  

 

Create instruments made 

out of things found in 

nature  

 

Have a family sing-a-

long 

 

Watch a “musical” family 

movie (Sing, The Greatest 

Showman, etc.) 

 

Write a song  

 

Read a book about a 

famous song  

 

Make drums out of 

household items  

 

Borrow a CD for the 

family to listen to from 

the Library  

 

Read a book about music  

 

Have a family dance 

party  

 

Listen to a song from the 

year you were born  

 

Create music with rubber 

bands  

 

Pick a song that goes 

with your favorite book  

 

Ask a grandparent (or someone 

older than you) what their 

favorite song was, and listen to 

it.  

Get out crayons and 

paper, turn on some 

music and draw what you 

hear.  

Go outside and listen to 

bird songs. Try to create 

the same noises as the 

birds.  



All Natural Instruments – Sticks, Stones and Bamboo Percussion For Kids 

 

Posted on March 4, 2014 by Daria | 2 Comments 

 
How were the first musical instruments created? 

It’s most likely they were made from “all natural” materials and were probably the result of wonderful coincidences.  Perhaps someone 
was gathering wood and realized that two sticks tapped together could create a beat.  A rock fell on another rock and made a pleasing 
sound.  Bamboo made a wonderful noise when rustling in the wind and inspired Hawaiian rhythm sticks. And since these noise-makers are 
made of such basic materials, they make great “first instruments” for exploring music with children at home, in the classroom or in the 
homeschool environment. 

Here are three of our favorite “all natural” percussion instruments. 

Austalian Clapsticks – “Bilma” 

In Aboriginal Australia, two sticks struck together form a beat that can accompany the didgeridoo and become a part of singing, dancing 
and celebrating.  Whether you tap together two unsharpened pencils or take a nature walk to retrieve two perfect sticks, these simple 
clapsticks can keep a beat while you sing or play along to any your favorite songs. 

If you want to decorate your clapsticks with an Australian theme, you can use a dot motif.  In the activity below you can find step-by-step 
directions for making several different versions of crafty “dot” bilma. 

River Rocks – Hawaiian `ili`ile 

Can rocks make music?   Take a nature walk, collect a few and see for yourself. 

In Hawaii, special smooth river rocks are part of the hula tradition. These small stones; called ‘ili’ili, are held in a dancer’s hand and tapped 
together for a percussion sound and that becomes part of the arm movements of the dance.  If you want to play “Hawaiian-style”, check 
out the post below for more about this tradition. 

But you can also get creative and make up your own way of “playing rocks”.  Try setting a few rocks out on the ground or table and hold 
one in your hand.  Use the rock in your hand to tap out a beat on one – or several- of the other rocks while you sing along, play recorded 
music or create your own rhythms with a friend, sibling, parent or fellow musician. 

Bamboo Rhythm Sticks 

Hawaiian pu’ili are rhythm sticks with one distinct difference.  They are made of lengths of bamboo, left whole on one side and split on the 
other.  When tapped together, the split ends rattle against each other making a unique sound. 

Although making traditional bamboo pu’ili is not too hard, it does require some special tools and involves sharp edges.  An easier version; 
especially for young children, can be made from cardboard rolls from paper towels. They are easily cut and decorated and sound great for 
percussion play. 

You can get complete instructions for homemade pu’ili at the post listed below. 

Explore Nature and Music 

Sticks, stones and reeds can make music.  Why not combine an exploration of music and nature to see what kind of inventive creations 
you can discover and play! 

If you're new here, you may want to subscribe to my http://www.tinytappingtoes.com/feed/. Thanks for visiting! 

http://www.tinytappingtoes.com/uncategorized/all-natural-instruments-sticks-stones-and-bamboo-percussion-for-kids/
http://www.tinytappingtoes.com/author/daria/
http://www.tinytappingtoes.com/uncategorized/all-natural-instruments-sticks-stones-and-bamboo-percussion-for-kids/#comments
http://www.tinytappingtoes.com/feed/


 

MAKE DRUMS & PERCUSSION MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENT CRAFTS FOR KIDS: Make Your Own Home-
made Working Drums for Children, Teens, and Pre-
schoolers 

Below you will find out how to make drums & percussion musical instruments crafts projects for kids to create musical instruments 

such as drums. 

Back to Musical Instruments Making Crafts 

How to Make a Really Cool Native American Indian Drums 

 

This particular drum makes a very nice noise. Remove the top of an oatmeal container, discard it, and glue plain paper or construc-

tion paper around the cylinder. Decorate the sides and end of the box with crayon designs. Punch 2 holes near the bottom, on oppo-

site sides, for the carrying string. Adjust the string to the size of the child. For the mallet, Ask Mom or Dad to make a starting hole in 

a cork with an awl and push a glued stick into the hole. Put a patch of brightly colored fabric over the cork and tie tightly around the 

stick with string. The children will need help getting it tight enough. Fasten a string at the other end of the stick, long enough to go 

around the wrist. 

Making Drums with Household Items 

 

 

https://www.artistshelpingchildren.org/musicalinstrumentsartscraftstideashandmadekids.html


You can make great drums out of things around the house. (1) An empty oatmeal box makes a good drum. Your parents canl help 

you tie a string at each end of the drum so you can loop the string over your head. You can march around and beat the ends of the 

drum with your hands or with spoons. (2) If you have several empty pans or tin plates, you can set them on the floor. The different 

pans will make different sounds. (3) For little drums, you can use tin cans. Coffee cans make good drums. Your parents mustl make 

sure there are no sharp edges on the can. Place them on the floor in front of you and beat them with small sticks. 

 

How to Make Kettle and Barrel Drums 

 

There are two kinds of drums which boys and girls can make. One is a kettle drum and the other is a barrel drum. To 
make a barrel drum you will need a hollow cylinder of some kind. A barrel or a keg may serve as the foundation. 
Each end must be covered with a skin. The best covering for a drum is a skin called a "drumhead." It can be pur-
chased in stores where musical instruments and music supplies are sold. It is an expensive material to use. Very 
strong paper or film cloth will serve the same purpose if the drum is not going to receive rough handling. One or two 
coats of shellac or varnish covering the cloth will make a better-toned drum. Only one skin is needed for a kettle 
drum. A mixing bowl, a tin pail, or a wooden chopping bowl are a few of the things that can be made into a kettle 
drum. The drumhead must be stretched tightly and held firmly in place. There are three ways in which it may be fas-
tened to the body of the drum. (1) If the drum is of paper use thumbtacks, as you see in figure 1. (2) If there is a 
hoop around the drum body a strong cord may be wound tightly around the edge of the skin to hold it in place. A 
margin of an inch or more should be left for fastening the skin, as in figure 2. (3) The two skins may be held on the 
drum body by lacing a cord back and forth between them, as pictured in figure 3. Paint the drum body in your choice 
of color. 

 

 

 

Source: https://www.artistshelpingchildren.org/make-drums-crafts.html  

https://www.artistshelpingchildren.org/make-drums-crafts.html


Rubber Band Instruments 

By Russell  

Stringed instruments produce sound when a plucked or bowed string vibrates at a given frequency. 

Different materials, such as steel, nylon and aluminum are used to make instrument strings. 

Although rubber bands are not durable enough to be used in performable instruments, they can be 

used as the strings in toy instruments for children. Many different types of rubber band instruments 

can be created from just cardboard, tape and taut rubber bands.  

 

Rubber Band Guitar 

Ukuleles are similar to guitars, but they only have four strings as opposed to the guitar’s six. Also, 

most ukuleles use a hollow body for sound amplification, while guitars are commonly found with 

both hollow bodies and solid bodies. Make a rubber band ukulele by fastening a short, thin, 

wooden plank to a tissue box and stretching the rubber bands along the plank over the opening of 

the tissue box.  

Plastic Cup Instrument 

A simple toy instrument can be made from a plastic cup and a rubber band. Poke a small hole in the 

center of the bottom of the plastic cup and thread the end of a rubber band through it. Fasten it 

with some glue. Play this instrument by stretching the rubber band and plucking it. The plastic cup 

amplifies the sound of the rubber band.  

Rubber Band Horn 

 Cover one end of paper towel roll with wax paper and secure the edges on with a rubber band. Cut 

small, evenly spaced holes along the length of the paper towel roll, and place your fingers on the 

different holes to produce different tones. The wax paper vibrates at different frequencies 

depending on which holes are covered to produce different tones.  

Create your own instruments 

Create different types of instruments by varying the  shapes of frames cut out from cardboard, and 

stretch rubber bands across it in place of strings. Adjust the tautness of the rubber bands to adjust 

the pitch. Tighter rubber bands will have a higher pitch, and looser rubber bands will have a lower 

pitch. Two small dabs of strong glue on both ends  of each rubber band is enough to hold the 

rubber band in place.  

 

 

Source: https://ourpastimes.com/3-stringed-instruments-12491685.html  

https://ourpastimes.com/3-stringed-instruments-12491685.html


Book recommendations for the Music Challenge  

Zin! Zin! Zin!: a violin by Llyod Moss, JP Fict Mos (Rhymes & Songs) 

Pages of music by Tony Johnston, JP Fict Joh (Stories) 

Yankee Doodle by Steven Kellog, JP Fict Kel (Rhymes & Songs) 

Birds by Lemniscates, JP Fict Lem (Animals) 

The cat who loved Mozart by Patricia Austin, JP FIct Aus (Animals) 

Manuelo the playing mantis by Don Freeman, JP Fict Fre (Stories) 

Duke Ellington: the piano prince and his orchestra by Adrea Davis Pinkney, JP Fict Pic (Favorites) 

Olivia forms a band by Ian Falconer, JP Fict Fal (Favorites) 

This land is your land by Woody Guthrie, JP Fict Gut (Stories) 

Rodgers & Hammerstein’s My favorite things by Richard Rodgers; JP Fict Rod (Rhymes & Song) 

Drum dream girl: how one girl’s courage changed music by Margarita Engle, JP Fict Eng (All About Me) 

Mole music by David McPhail, JP Fict McP (Stories) 

The conductor by Laetita Devernay, JP Fict Dey (Stories) 

Do re mi: if you can read music, thank Guido d’Arezzo by Susan L. Roth, JP Fict Rot (Stories) 

Mr. Putter and Tabby toot the horn, JE Fict Ryl 

Let’s make music by Deborah Lock, JE Fict Loc 

Destiny the rock star fairy by Daisy Meadows, J Fict Mea 

Beethoven in Paradise by Barbara O’Connor, J Fict Oco 

The mystery of the stolen music by Gertrude Chandler Warner, J Fict War 

The Magic School Bus in the haunted museum: a book about sound, J 534 Mag 

Rubber band banjos and a java jive bass: projects and activities on the science of music and sound by Alex Sabbath, j 

781 Sab 

Libba: the magnificent musical life of Elizabeth Cotten, J B Cotton 

Music by Neil Ardley; j 785 Ard 

The Star-Spangled Banner by Francis Scott Key; j 784 Key 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart by John Malam, J B Mozart 

 


